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BlacK Power. Only a few years ago,
America was rOCKed by those words and
the force of the movement behind them.
BlacK power meant many things to
many people, but one of the most
systematic (and most widely discussed)
statements of its essence is found in
Carmichael and Hamilton's 1967 treatise
of the same title:

[B lack Power} is a call for
black people in this country to
unite, to recognize their heritage,
to build a sense of community. It
is a call for black people to begin
to define their own goals, to lead
their own organizations and to
support those organizations . ...

The concept of Black Power
rests on a fundamental premise:
Before a group can enter the open
society, it must first close ranks.
By this we mean that group
solidarity is necessary before a
group can operate effectively from
a bargaining position of strength in
a pluralistic society. Traditionally,
each new ethnic group in this
society has found the route to
soc ial and po I itical viability
through the organization of its
own institutions with which to
represent its needs within the
larger society . ...

The point is obvious: black
people must lead and run their
own organizations. ... Where black

people have a majority, they will
attempt to use power to exercise
control. This is what they seek:
control. When black people lack a
majority, Black Power means
proper representation and sharing
of con trol. It means the creation
of power bases. ... 1

Black power, then, was above all a call
for black organization dedicated to
o b t a in i ngpo lit ic a I po we r . Black
pragmatism might have been a more
accurate phrase, though possibly less
thunderous, and hence, perhaps less
effective.

In Richmond, the preeminent black
organization dedicated to obtaining
political power is the Richmond Crusade
for Voters. The popular mythology
surrounding the Crusade has it that the
organization can direct the great mass of
Richmond's black voters Iike Cecil B.
DeMille commanding casts of thousands
i.e., that in black precincts the Crusad~
is politically omnipotent. Our objective
here is to sketch briefly the Crusade's
formation and mode of operation, and
to assess its effectiveness and the degree
of accuracy contained in the popular
mythology.

ORIGIN AND OPERATION OF THE

CRUSADE

The Crusade grew out of an
interracial group called the Committee
to Save Public Schools (CSPS), formed

1 Stokely Carmichael and Charles V.
Hamilton, Black Power (New York: Vintage
Books, 1967), pp. 44, 46.

to oppose a January 1956 statewide
referendum which would allow local
governments to block integration of
public schools. The measure passed
statewide by about a 4-1 margin. Black
voter turnout in Richmond was
disappointing, with less than a 50
percent turnout of the approximately
8,500 blacks then registered. About one
dozen blacks from the CSPS decided
after the referendum that a voter
education organization devoted to black
people was needed in Richmond. They
formed the Crusade for Voters.

Their first task was organization. The
Crusade is built upon a highly organized
precinct base in the city's black
neighborhoods. Dr. William S. Thornton l

a black Richmond podiatrist and
long-time president and chairman of the
Crusade, described organization efforts
in these words:

We organized the movement
through precinct organization.
Notices were sent out alerting
people of meetings, of the need to
register and vote. We organized
block meetings. Eveybody on one
side of a block would be invited
to one house for coffee and
donuts; word would be given to
(the hosts) and to the people
invited that something was up, but
we wouldn't explain what-we'd
just tell them to come and gather,
and several of us would go in and
explain what was going on. We
would sometimes travel to five or
six of these in a night. 2

2Personal interview with Dr. Will iam S.
Thornton, April 6, 1972.
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SOURCE: Compiled by author from records of the General Registrar, City of Richmond.

TABLE 1

Richmond City Electorate for Selected Years

Black Registered Voters

Total Number
Year of Registered Voters Number Percent of Total

1956 64,419 11,569 19.1%
1960 66,911 15,739 23.8%
1964 70,534 18,355 34.5%
1965 88,797 29,970 35.5%

gifts ranging from one donation of $55
to five donations of less than $1. The
average donation from the 187 persons
contributing money in 1970 was $11.74,
according to Crusade records.

3Campaign finance reports, candidates from

City of Richmond for House of Delegates,

1973; also, statewide candidate reports on

finances from Independent candidate Henry
Howell and Democrat Andrew P. Miller.

Bill in g can did ate s for serv ices
rendered is the final means of financing
the Cru sade. In 1973, Richmond
candidates for the House of Delegates
endorsed by the Crusade were bi lied
$1,500 each by the Crusade. Statewide
candidates in 1973 receiving the Crusade
endorsement were bi lied $2,500 each.
Although campaign finance reports filed
with the State Board of Elections
indicate that not all Crusade-endorsed
candidates paid their Crusade bills, most
did. With nine candidates endorsed for
the House of Delegates, and three more
in statewide races, the Crusade charged
levies of $16,500 against candidates in
1973.3 Rumors and allegations that
Crusade endorsements can be bought
surface occasionally, but no hard

Such efforts cost money. Crusade
funds come from three types of sources:
co n tributions from activists; special
fund-raising projects; and levies on
candidates endorsed~ The organization's
official records reveal the total income
for 1970, a typical year with
congressional and city council races, to
be $4,234.96. Individual donations that
year totaled $2,196.07, with individual

The primary activity of the Crusade
for Voters is in political campaigns in
which it endorses certain candidates and
then mobililes its loyalists in their
support. The Crusade undertakes many
of the same efforts on behalf of
candidates for state, local, and national Special fund-raising projects to bolster
office as do traditional political parties. Crusade income in the past have
A battery of twenty-five telephones is included raffles, contribution drives,
mounted in a local hotel; black voters dances, etc. One annual affair yields a
are called in the final week prior to substantial return-the Crusade Baby
election day and urged to support Contest. This affair involves printing
Crusade candidates. Three mobile sound paper ballots which are distributed
systems cruise the streets of Richmond, among black teenagers, who sell them as
pr imar ily in black residential and "votes" in favor of younger brothers
commercial areas, urging black voters to and sis~ers as "the most beautiful baby."
turr~ out an~P9rt the Crusad~ The child whos.e ticket sales bring in the
candidates. Between 30 000 and 40 ooi5----- most- money - ,s -crowned "lirr/e- Miss---
sample ballots are mark'ed with Cru'sade Crusade" or a similar title. In 1970, the
choices and mailed. Churches of the Baby Contest netted the Crusade

black community on Sundays prior to $1,427.09.

election day are Crusade targets too:
preachers are asked to make a pitch
from the pulpit on behalf of Crusade
cand idates, and church-goers are met as
they leave Sunday services by Crusaders
offering sample ballots. On election day
the Crusade furnishes transportation to
the polls in the black community.
Precinct voters records are maintained
and poll workers count off voters as
they arrive to vote. In the Crusade's
early years, Crusade workers dispatched
children on bicycles to round up voters
who had not appeared at the polls by
mid-afternoon.

A leadership structure from precinct
captains to block leaders was formed
through these efforts, and each
predominantly black precinct was
organized. Each precinct in the Crusade
is theoretically a self-contained club,
each with its own officers, organization,
and files of workers and voters. These
precinct units are united with the
city-wide Crusade through elected
delegates, two from each precinct, who
represent constituents on a board of
directors. Two delegates to the city-wide
Crusade are also selected from each
black church and from each of several
black civic groups in the city.

------P--e{iey -direction for - the Crusade--was
furnished in the early years by the
Research Committee, a group of six or
seven persons selected by the
organization's president and who served
continuously from about 1956 to 1962.
The stability of the group and its small
size facilitated smooth policy formation
and definition of organizational goals.
By 1962, however, membership turnover
and demands for expanded committee
membership led to the demise of the
Research Com m ittee. Sin ce the
mid-1960s, Crusade policy has been
formed primarily via consensus
decision-making among several internal
leaders, and ratified by the larger group
in open meetings.

Leadership in the Crusade councils
accrues primarily to individuals who
command respect by virtue of offices
held internally, by virtue of offices held
in city po Iitical or governmental
structures, or by virtue of long-time
service within the Crusade. The-
leadership is drawn primarily from upper
middle class economic strata, with
doctors, lawyers, and professors
predominating. Economic independence
from the white community frees the
Crusade leadersh ip from dependence
upon the whites and permits the
Cru sade to be more po Iitically
responsive to the black community.

Internally the Crusade is relatively
unstructured, and monthly meetings of
the group are frequently marked by
spirited debate. Externally, however, the
Crusade is almost always unified. Once a
policy has been determ ined by the
organization, Crusade loyal ists close
ranks.
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Voter Turnout in Richmond As a Percentage of Registered Voters in

Selected Black Precincts and in Selected Elections

SOURCE: Calculated by the author from records of the General Registrar, City of
Richmond.

General Elections

Precinct 1964 1968 1969 1973 1970 1972
City Counci I City Council Guber. Guber. Senate Presid ent ial

1 42.4% 55.6% 47.7% 46.9% 42.1% 52.1%
4 40.0 51.5 41.0 44.3 42.3 60.6
5 29.1 38.9 32.2 48.3 30.0 57.4

6 32.3 45.5 42.0 39.0 41.4 49.7
18 51.2 60.5 51.0 53.1 54.6 56.5
19 42.9 52.8 43.3 47.9 42.5 55.3

24 41.4 63.2 55.6 59.0 54.1 63.1
46 51.9 63.1 49.2 58.9 51.8 62.7
55 57.3 60.7 60.0 62.7 56.6 66.6

62 50.1 60.4 43.2 46.7 44.9 56.0
63 29.3 53.3 33.5 37.5 41.0 49.6
64 50.9 66.9 48.5 49.5 47.0 58.5

65 39.1 55.4 42.5 43.4 37.5 51.5
66 48.0 64.5 48.8 49.3 51.9 57.7
67 48.7 65.0 50.6 30.6 53.2 59.4

How many voters does the Crusade
try to reach? Can it turn those voters
out, and can the Crusade direct their
votes once they are turned out? These
are the central questions to be answered
when trying to assess the Crusade's
effect iveness.

persuasive that, while the Crusade can
turn out black voters at a higher rate
t han that typical of black voters
nationally, the turnout rate is far lower
than that credited them by casual
observers. The turnout rate of black
Richmond voters is on a par with that
displayed nationally by white middle
class voters.

Table 2 reveals the comparative
turnout percentages recorded in selected
elections in fifteen precincts identified
by the late Ra Iph Eisenberg as precincts
representative of black voting in
Richmond. The table demonstrates that
black voter turnout in Richmond ;s
seldom above moderate levels, regardless
of the intensity of the campaign being
waged. Turnout levels in most black
Rich mo nd precincts hover in the
moderate range despite the Crusade's
efforts. Space restrictions prohibit
review of the specific elections cited,
but it is evident from the turnout
percentages in Table 2 that the Crusade
has difficulty in stimulating black voters
to turn out in Richmond beyond a
respectable-but not overly
impressive-minimum level.

The highest voter turnout in black
precincts occurred in the 1968 city
council election. This is understandable,
for that election had an unusually high
sal ience for black Richmond voters and

TABLE 3

Percentage Voting for Candidates in Selected Black Precincts in

the 1968 Richmond City Council Election

and the Crusade thus has as its target in
any election the mobilization of from
30,000 to 35,000 voters, or about 35
percent of the approximately 108,000
city voters.

Can it turn those voters out?
Evidence of black voter turnout in
Richmond shows some variation
according to the peculiarities of each
election; but overall, the evidence is

TABLE 2

was

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CRUSADE

evidence of endorsement sell ing
uncovered in researching this study.

e

SOURCE: Reproduced from Allan S. Hammock, "The Leadership Factor in Black
Politics: The Case of Richmond, Va." (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Virginia, 1972), p. 65.

White Candidates Black Candidates Blacks Not
Endorsed by Crusade Endorsed by Crusade Endorsed by Crusad

Precinct
Carpenter Carwile Kenny Marsh Randolph Cephas Mundie

1 84% -69% 71% 86% 58% 26% 23%
4 68 91 69 88 64 20 18
5 63 79 57 80 56 31 26

6 64 86 62 79 58 23 20
18 67 94 75 93 73 22 20
19 67 92 68 90 60 27 24

24 69 89 69 92 60 22 46
46 67 86 66 95 53 36 23
55 78 86 66 93 65 34 30

62 79 93 85 95 73 16 14
63 73 94 81 97 75 21 17
64 77 92 83 96 69 19 16

65 62 92 78 92 68 24 21
66 69 87 72 90 65 20 19
67 79 90 80 93 70 18 16

Table 1 provides dramatic evidence of
the steadily increasing numbers of black

voters in the early 1960s. To be sure,
b Ia c k s w ere reg ist e ring mass ively
throughout the country in those years;
but in Richmond, the Crusade was the
primary vehicle organizing black voter
registration drives. As Table 1 reveals,
the percentage of blacks as a proportion
of the total city electorate rose steadily
and significantly in those years. By
1965, after the elimination of the poll
tax, Richmond's blacks composed over
one-th ird of the city electorate.
Although registration statistics are no
longer kept on a racial basis, most
observers estimate that the ratio of
black to white voters has not changed
significantly in Richmond since 1965,



Crusade leaders, due to a most
determined effort by the Crusade to
take control of Richmond's city
government. The attempt failed,
narrowly, but a study of the voting
returns from the fifteen representative
precincts provides unmistakable evidence
of the Crusade's ability to direct the
votes of Richmond's blacks.

In 1968, the Crusade endorsed only
five candidates for the nine council seats
co ntested. There were no Crusade
endorsements of candidates backed by
the white-middle-c1ass-oriented political
organization, Richmond Forward (R F).
By breaking with RF, the Crusade urged
black voters to spurn the candidacies of
two black incumbent city councilmen.

Table 3 shows the success oi the
Crusade's appeal. The two black
incumbent councilmen running with RF
support were B.A. Cephas and Winfred
Mundie. Even without Crusade support,
Cephas finished tenth and Mundie
eleventh in the race, only a
comparatively few votes behind the two
low-finishing white candidates who won.

The vote totals recorded in the
selected black precincts clearly show
that the Crusade can direct black votes.
The Crusade endorsed candidates Marsh,
Carwile, Carpenter, Kenny, and
Randolph. In the black precincts, those
candidates collected great numbers of
votes, while other candidates, including
the two black incumbent RF
councilmen, did not. The ability to
direct black voters to turn off electoral
support for two incumbent black city
councilmen who were previously big
vote-getters in black precincts is a
convincing demonstration of political
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influence. Analysis of this election and
others presents conclusive evidence that,
among black Richmond voters who do
turn out, there is an extremely high
incidence of support for Crusade
choices, even when Crusade
endorsements conflict with black voting
patterns in other areas.

Although space limitations prohibit a
thorough examination of the 1969
gubernatorial election, the results from
that race provide testimony on behalf of
that last point. Republican candidate A.
Linwood Holton, the Crusade choice,
polled 57.4 percent of black
Richmonders' votes as revealed in the
fifteen selected precincts. His
Democratic opponent, William C. Battle,
captured 43.6 percent of the black
Richmond vote, even without Crusade
support. The influence of the Crusade is
demonstrated by the fact that in other
Virginia cities Holton won only 37.2
percent of the black vote, while Battle
drew 61.3 percent.4 The Crusade's
endorsement led a majority of black
Richmond voters to reject the party
normally given allegiance by blacks, and
to vote differently than most Virginia
blacks in a specific election. In national
elections, where there is no cross-cutting
cleavage such as existed in the 1969 race
for governor, it is not unusual for as
many as 99 percent of a black precinct's
votes to be cast for the Crusade-backed
candidate.

4Ralph Eisenberg, "1969 Politics in
Virginia: The General Election," University of
Virginia News Letter (Charlottesville: Institute
of Government, University of Virginia), May

15,1970.

Another valuable index of Crusade
electoral influence lies in the results of
city council elections since 1960, when
the Crusade first began endorsing
candidates. Of the forty-eight candidates
endorsed by the Crusade for council
since 1960, thirty-four have won
election (out of fifty-four seats
available). Fourteen of those winners did
not enjoy the support of any other
significant political organization, while
twenty of the Crusade-backed winners
can cred it other groups as well as the
Crusade with their victory margins.

CONCLUSION

The Crusade for Voters in Richmond
is the primary source of political
leCldership tor m lack Richrrmm4---
voters. Through its efforts over the
years, Richmond's blacks have become a
significant political force in civic
elections, and vote totals for candidates
at all governmental levels have been
swelled significantly by Crusade
endorsement. Because the Crusade can
influence votes, it commands respect
from the political leadership of the city.
Appointments to civic commissions and
to the city school board as well as
governmental pol icy decisions can be
shown to reflect consideration of the
Crusade's position on the issue at hand.
Through the efforts of the Crusade,
black R ichmonders have gained a share
of political power in Richmond which
they previously lacked. Independence,
organization, and pragmatism are the
foundations of the Crusade. And while
the Crusade is not without weak points,
it is fair to say that in Richmond, the
Crusade embodies black political power.
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